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Definitions
 Good Documentation Practices (GDP) are methods for

recording, correcting and managing data, documents and records, to
ensure the reliability and integrity of information and data
throughout all aspects of a product's lifecycle
o“Attributable, legible, contemporaneously recorded, original or a
true copy, and accurate (ALCOA)”

 Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) is a quality system concerned

with the organizational process and the conditions under which
non-clinical health and environmental safety studies are planned,
performed, monitored, recorded, archived and reported. (21CFRPart
58)
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Preclinical Study Data Required
 Product Development
 Product

characterization
 Manufacturing platform development

 Preclinical Animal Studies
 To

assess product safety
 To assess product potency or efficacy
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Product Characterization
• Conduct extensive characterization studies
• “Know thy product”
• Use similar class reference, FDA guidance docs

• Identify product’s quality attributes (QAs) and potential
impact to product potency
• chemical, physical, biological and microbiological attributes

• Identify key product specific assays to be used for product
release testing or biomarker assays to be used in clinical
studies.
• Potency assay development
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Manufacturing Platform Development
• Establish manufacturing platform parameters
etters
• Identify cell culture conditions, limitations, and susceptibility
• Consider scale-up and new technology in the future
• Qualification runs

• Identify critical reagents and back-up sources
• Research vs GMP grade products
• Performance comparability, cost, & reliable supplier

• Assess how the product will be used
• Product administration, concentration, formulation, and
delivery systems
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Preclinical Animal Studies
Types of Animal Studies Required
¾ Proof of Concept/ Efficacy data (Pharmacology)
¾ Biodistribution (Pharmacokinetics)
¾ Safety/toxicology data (GLP)
¾ Tumorgenicity

• Key Considerations
¾ Model

selection: Species, disease type, tumor burden,
Biological system compatibility
¾ Study design comparability: Treatment regimen, Dosing
• Product used in the in-vivo studies should be manufactured and
tested as per the proposed investigational product to support
product safety/efficacy.
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TIPS for GŽŽĚ Preclinical Data
• Identify
Identify studies
studies that
that may
may support
support a future
future IND
IND application
application
and incorporate
incorporate GDP
GDP prospectively.
prospectively.
and
• Strong data integrity = strong data quality.
• Incorporate quality by design (QbD) as much as possible
when planning preclinical studies.
• Practice transparency in preclinical research reporting.
• Any data that supports an IND application is subjected to
critical review by the FDA.
• Consider using Laboratory/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ Management
systems (LIMS),Electronic lab notebook͕or databases
which allow forcontrolled document storage.
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Why Does Preclinical DĂƚĂ Matter?
H

FDA Statement excerpt:
“ However, the integrity of the product
testing data used in the development of
the product’s manufacturing process is still
a matter that we are continuing to evaluate
and take very seriously.”
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Why Does Preclinical Data Matter?
• Animal data showed some promise.
• Clinical trial was completed with 412
patients in a randomized placebo
controlled study.
• Patients treated with investigational
product failed more rapidly than those
on placebo. (Gordon et al, 2007)
• Alluded to issues with transgenic
mouse model selection

All data that is used to support an IND may have an
impact on human subject.
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Key Takeaways
 Robust preclinical testing serves a fundamental role in
characterizing the potential risks associated with an
investigational product.
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